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Date

December 21

1954"
28

January 4
1I
18

Feb;~
25

1

2

March 5

April'
22
22

September 21

28

November 2

ovember 16

ovember 22
December 6
December 28
1955
January 4

11
18

Feb;~ary 1
23

Drugs

40
" 6() J,

50
50

" 50 "
Sec. 3 tab. bd.

ego Ret. 50 mg. bd. and
Sec. 3 tab. bd.

Veg. Ret. 50 mg. bd. and
Sec. 3 tab. daily

Ans. 4 tab. daily
Ser. 2"

.. Ans. 4 "
Sec. 2"
Ans. 4 "
Sec. 1"
Ans. 4 "
Ans. 4 "
Ans. 4 "

Off Ansolysen

ks. 4 t~b. daily
dosage umeliable

Standing
Lying

Arm in 90°
abduction

204/140 180/130
200/140 140/110

180/120 158/1I5
I 5/130 145/96
200/120 160/110
215/120 175/120

200/120 140/100

230/130 155/105
210/120 17~/115
195/100 135/100
210/130 160/100
210/140 170/125

210/140 200/140

190/140 190/130

230/150 170/130

210/140 190/130
210/160 190/140
210/150 190/150

240/160 260/160
190/130 150/1I 5
160/120 140/100
190/120 210/140
220/140 210/130

Remarks

Constricting chest pain

Cholecystitis
Diarrhoea.

From this date onwards
touring in Europe

Vomiting, no appetite.

Serpasil tablets - . 25 mg.
Ansolysen tablets - 40 mg.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF ALCOHOLISM*

C. BICCARD JEPPE, M.B., B.Cu., D.P.M.

Johannesburg

It is generally accepted that alcoholism is on the in
crease; and so, therefore, is interest in and research
into the problem. It is not easy to estimate the number of
alcoholics in any given population. Jellinek has developed
a formula whereby he computes the number of alcoholics
in America to be about 1%of the population. Various
estimates of the figure for South Africa have been made;
it seems likely that the number is in the region of 90,000.
The significant figure which has emerged from a study
of the statistics, however, is not so much the nUlllber of
alcoholics, but the number of other people whose lives

* A paper presented at the South African Medical Congress,
Pretoria, October 1955.

are affected. The effect on the family-wife, children,
and so on-is obvious. In industry the effect of alcoho
lism has been of far-reaching consequence, and it has now
been realized that it is profitable to treat the alcoholic
rather than to discharge him and train another man in
his place. This realization has had its impact on the
Rand, where the gold-mining industry and the Johannes
burg municipality have well-established schemes for the
treatment of the alcoholic and are carrying out research
into his problems, with consequent benefit both to the
alcoholic and to the general policy of conservation of
man-power.
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THE ALCOHOLIC A MEDICAL PROBLEM

This is an important change in attitude, that the alcoholic
should be considered a sick man and receive treatment
as such rather than as a weak, immoral or wilfully
badly-~haved person, who should be treated ~ith
contempt. The circumstance which is largely respon Ible
for this change in approach is the recent realization that
there is a physical factor in the etiology of alcoholism.
It appears that there develop in certain pe?ple a centr~l

idiosyncracy to the substance alcohol, which re ults m
compulsive drinking. This mechanism is trigger~d

off by alcohol, sometimes by a very small amount of It,
(as, for example, in one of our cases, the brandy. in the
Christmas pudding), and the need for alcohol IS then
truly compulsive and quite outside the control of the
patient. The alcohol in th~ body appears to creat~ a
craving which can only be satIsfied b~ the substanc~ ~hich

broucrht it about, as, of course, wIth other addicnons.
This °physical need can naturally not be dea.lt with bX
persuasion or by threats. Medical a~d nursmg care IS
essential during this phase, so that It can seldom be
managed at home.

The cause of this change in the phy ical reaction
to alcohol is not known. It nas been postulated that·
there may be some intracranial lesion; the lowered
tolerance to alcohol after head injuries is well known.
But it is perhaps more likely that certain cells in the liver
are destroyed, or in some way altered, so that they can
no longer deal with alcohol as is done in the normal
liver, that is, by breaking it down into acetic acid, water
and so on with the result that toxic acetaldehydes form
and accu~ulate. It is these toxic substances which
initiat~ and perpetuate the cycle of compulsive drinking.
Typical indications that such a cycle has begun are a
chancre in the drinking pattern; a small amount of
alcohool has a far greater effect than previously and,
specifically, the need for a regmaker arises. .

Underlying these physical factors are the PSYC?,?lo~I.cal

needs for alcohol. Alcohol has the effect of IDlDlIDJZmg
self-criticism and easing tensions aroused by frustration,
resentment or anxiety. As with other neuroses, the
fundamental pattern is one of insecurity, and the feelings
of guilt, unworthiness or rejection" which are a~ous~d

by the attitude of society towards the alcoholIc still
further accentuate these tensions and so perpetuate the
psychological need for relian~ on alcohol.. It is a dis
turbin cr thought that the attItude of socIety actually
contributes towards the very condition it seeks to abolish
by its condemnation.

TREATME'T OF Tfill ACUTE ATTACK

Treatment of the acute physical disturbance, as
mentioned, is best managed in a nursing home. Re~t,

adequate nutrition and suitable sedation are the .chief
aims.
. During a drinking bout, _sleeping and eating are

severely affected and it is often only because he feels. so
ill that the alcoholic can be brought to the realizatIOn
that he does indeed require hospitalization. Massive
doses of vitamins, particularly the B complex and C
are given by mouth and by injection, as well as lar~e

amounts of fluids. We have not had such dramatlc

succe s with intravenou vitamin therapy a ha been
de cribed elsewhere, but thi obviously ha it value.
We prefer to give alcohol ad lib. for the fir t 24 hours and
then to taper off over the next 2 days, ~or it appear. to
be a terrifyin cr experience to the alcoholic to be depn ed
of alcohol until he feel that his cra ing i being blunted
by ome other mean. We ha e found that Tol ~ram

is of value in this respect but, becau e of the readmes
With which the alcoholic become addicted to any form
of sedation, this hould not be contin ued for more than a
few days. t orthlea beneficial result have foll?wed
the use of Hydergine and Bellafoline. orthlea 1 an
institution for alcoholics maintained_ in Johannesburg
by the Rand Aid Association. If ther~ is evidence. of
severe damage to the liver, a higb-protem, fat-free dle~,

with perhaps some protective ub tance uch as methi
onine or Methi chol, is advi able.

In the matter of sedation, paraldehyde i probably the
drug of choice, though it has its dange.r ..Dnle kept
from contact with the atmospbere, OXIdatIOn tends to
take place and aldehydes form, which may have a toxic
effect. Hyoscine and the barbiturates are generally
contraindicated.

In view of the possibility of epileptiform seizure,
Epanutin is a useful routine for the first .few ~ay. .

The development of delirium tremens IS a dlstre~smg

and often dangerous complication. Here LargacW by
intramuscular injection pas been proved to be of con
siderable value, often bringing about a deep sleep, from
which the patient wakes in his right mind, as it were, even
when large doses of paraldehyde or other narcotic ha~e

previously failed to touch him. Largactil, however, IS
of little value while the patient is taking much alcohol;
in fact, it has a deleterious effect.

The 'drying-out' period is particularly uncomfortable
and a sympathetic attitude on the part of the doctor
will do much to form a basis for a good rapport when the
more difficult stage of the treatment of tbe chronic phase
is commenced.

MA AGE 1£ T OF THE GIRO lC PHASE: REHABILITATIO

Treatment during the chronic phase must be continue?
for a long period, after the patient has returned to his
home and his work and is of necessity then on an out
patient basis. Indiv{dual psychothe:apy is.often esse~tjal,
but group psychotherapy, such as IS carned out at The
Gables' (a Toe H organization in Johannesburg where
out-patient facilitjes are available for the treatment ,?f
alcoholism) and ortWea, is of even greater value..It 1

of the utmost benefit to the alcoholic to feel that he IS an
accepted member of a group. Feel~g, as .he does, :e
jected by society, his awareness of his own m~dequacIes

increases tenfold and so, consequently, does hl need for
reliance on alcohol; so that acceptance by a group
comes as a tremendous relief to hjm aod gives him a olid
foundation 00 which to develop an understanding and
the eventual management of his personality difficulties .
The success of Alcoholics Anonymous is a good indica
tion of the value of this aspect.

In the management of the chronic pha e, the altitu~e

of the therapIst is again of paramount importance. It I

essential to minimize, as far as pos ible, any of th~ m?ral
significance which socjety place on exce sive dnnkmg.
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In OUr culture, as indeed in many other, the u e of
alcohol has become almost a yardstick of manhood. The
adole cent indicates, by indulging in a few beers, that he
ha now become a man. It i a matter for congratulation
to be able to 'carry one' liquor like a man'. In certain
litetature, t?O, the hard-boiled' criminal investigator
creates adrruration by the way he i able to 'knock back'
rus whisky neat. It is for this rea 011 that a man i most
unwilling to make the admission that he is unable to
mal1age his alcohol. It appears to him to be a confe sion
of weakness, a slur on his manhood. It is of the utmost
iJ:!lpottan~e to make the point early in therapy that this
dJffi ~lty J the result of a physical change occurring in a
cenam type of phy ieal constitutiol1. It is pointed out
that difficulty with alcohol occurs particularly in a group
ofpeople who tend to have certain pbysical characteri tics
in common. For in tance, 80 % of alcoholics in South
~frica have blue eye (the average for the whole popula
tJOn IS 49%). The majority too, have skins which are
s.en itive to the sun and burn easily. Most of them do not
lik sweet. foods, pUddings an~ so on; they prefer salty
foods. Fmally, the men, partIcularly, tell us that, even
when they started drinking, they could take more than the
average, their tolerance for alcohol being rugh; tben,
suddenly, after 5 or IO or 15 years, their tolerance dropped
and a small amount of alcohol had a large effect; the
pattern of their drinking changed an indication that
some change had taken place in their physical reaction
to alcohol.

These points, made in group, nearly always strike
some chord among t its members and the process of
counteracting the effects of the 'morality' attitude to
alcoholism has begun. Because the alcoholic is so
sensitive to the emotional climate in which he lives, it is
necessary to enlist the support and cooperation of those
about him, and it is roost helpful if wives or parents can
attend the group di cussions with the patients. Often a
hostile or resentful wife can be turned into a useful ally
once she begins to understand mOre about the reason~
for her husband's drinking.

Emphasis is at first laid on the changes in metabolism
which bring about the sensitivity to alcohol. The fact
that these changes are irrevocable and irreversible means,
of course, that the alcoholic will always be sensitive to
alcohol and that he will never be able to drink socially
again. But this is not laboured in early discus ions,
because 'never' is a long time and it is by no means easy
for the alcoholic to contemplate never drinking again
for the rest of his life. He says he won't, but he doesn't
really mean it. In fact, he has no right to say so; he does
not fully realize all the implication. He has to learn for
himself. As he is learning more about the problem by
the simple, painful process of experience, with the help
of upport, explanation and reassurance, he learns from
his ' lips', 'skids' or bouts of drinking that in fact he
cannot drink. It may take many bitter experiences before
thi simple fact is genuinely accepted but, once it is,
he i well on the way to rehabilitation.

Antabus

It is never easy, however, to do without alcohol, if its
use has been a nece sary part of one's life-long pattern

of reaction. It has been mentioned that alcohol has the
e~ect of ea. ing tension brou~ht about by stress and, once
this behavJour pattern of reliance on alcohol in time of
stress has become establisneCi there is a strona resistance
to any interference with that pattern no ~atter how
clearly it i recognized that it is an u~satisfactory one.
For this reason we have recently employed Antabus
~tetra-ethyl truuram disulphide) for it protective value
In the treatment of alcoholism. Taking alcohol while
one is on antabus cause the development of certain un
comfortable symptoms, which make it unpalatable to
take enough alcohol to trigger off the mechanism of
compulsive drinking. In advising the u e of antabus it
protective value should be tressed and the para1J;1 is'
d!awn of the man ~ving in a malarial area who protects
~self from malana by the use of quinine, or the dia
betIC who protects himself by the use of insulin; so the
man who has had difficulty with alcohol protects himself
against further difficulty in that respect with the help of
antabus.

The primary value of ':1ntabus is obvious, to guard
against further bouts of driuking and to halt the other
wise inevitable progress of the disease. The secondary
effect, however, is even more valuable. On antabus, the
alcoholic feels 'safe' and, what is more, his wife feels safe
t<?o and.so ?oes his employer and the other people about
him. It J difficult for even tile most sympathetic and weIl
meaning wife to avoid omething of a suspicious or
even a na~ging attitude towards her husband in regard
to alcoholism, and it is this very attitude which so often
drives a man to have a drink and so start off the whole
cycle of compulsive drinking. On antabus, the whole
domestic climate is more favourable and the patient is
free to give his full attention, in a clear field uncompli
c~ted by ~nxieties abou~ alcohol, to whatever psycholo
gJcal, SOCIal or domestIc difficulties have been encum
bering his life.

The usual dose of antabus is one tablet daily, taken
morning or evening, whichever is more convenient. It
is not always sufficient to rely on the patient to take the
dose by himself; it is sometimes preferable to arranae for
the wife to give it, and it roay be wiser to have it cr~hed
in suspension in water, it has been known for the patient
to conceal the tablet under his tongue and spit it out
later. It is of the'utmost importance, in any case, for the
administration of antabLJs to be as unemotional and
matter-of-fact as possible. There is inevitably some re
sistance to the idea of taking it, and threats, insistence,
or making an issue ofit, will increase that resistance to the
point of blank refusal.

The contra-indications to the use of antabus are such
conditions as car?iac disease, severe hypertension, renal
damage and the like; but it should be borne in mind that
possible danger from antabQs may be a lesser evil than the
certain danger of further alcohol. In the first few weeks
of taking antabus there may be some side-effects, such
as mild urticaria, frequency of micturition, or ·a
generalized feeling ofeulloe s or lethargy, but these effect
are only temporary and eventually wear off completely
particularly if the dose of antabus is cut down for a few
days. Impotence is sometimes complained of, also
temporarily. Increased libido has also been reported.
We have occasionally seen a severe neuritis, which may
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bave been due to antabus, but in any event leared up
eventually with massive doses of vitamin Bl~' A rare
complication is the development of a confusional state
not unlike delirium tremens.

Antabus should not be given until 48 hour nfter the
last drink, for fear of precipitating the antablJ -alcohol
reaction. It is rather slowly absorbed into (be system
and even more slowly excreted, so that one roay take
antabus for 3 months, then stop, and 4 days later have a
drink and still have a reaction. This is fortunate protec
tion in tbe case of a sudden impulse to stop anfabus and
take alcohol.

It is a necessary part of the regime for the patient to
undergo an 'antabus test'. In this the patient, Who has
been on antabus for at least a week, is giveI' a small
amount (usually 4 drams) of alcohol, in order to produce
the antabus reaction. This consists of flushing of the
face, tachycardia and dyspnoea, all compensatory effects
which follow the sudden drop in blood pressure brought
about by the aldehydes produced during the reaction.
Usually 2 such tests are given, with a fortnigllt's inter
val; the aim, apart from the obvious 'safety first' reason,
is to demonstrate what bappens when one takes alcohol
on antabus and inculcate awareness of the fact that there
is, with antabus, a protective mechanism again t alcohol.
In short, where the original mechanism was, in effect,
'''alcohol'' means "more alcohol"', it becomes
'''alcohol'' means "stop"'. It is unnecessary, even
unwise, to produce a severe reaction with a test. When
antabus was first used the aim was, apparently, t produce
a very severe reaction indeed, in an attempt to frigbten the
patient out of drinking. This was found not to work; all
that happened was that the patient was frighter1ed out of
using antabus. The point is that antabus should be
looked on as a friend, not an enemy, as a mean: of pro
tection from alcohol while one is learning to manage the
other circumstances of one's life.

The protest has often been raised that it is a tionfession
of weakness to use antabus-,Surely will-power is good
enough?' The answer, of course, is that 'will-power'
can play no possible part once tbe mecbanism of com
pulsive drinking has been set in motion; it is \::ompletely
outside control. Even against tbe first'drin", it is of
little help, for will-power simply does not work in
reverse; tbe more one tries to force oneself not to do a
thing, the stronger the urge to do it becomes. 'It is much

less productive of tension and anxiety, in our view, to
recognize one's problem take appropriate protective
action, and then forget about it.

Rehabilitation

It is, of course, not enough ju t to remove alcohol
from a man's life and hope for the best. Wit bout hi
crutch, be feels unsafe, insecure and exposed to hostile
forces. He becomes tense, anxiou , re tIe s and irritable,
and it is during this phase more tban e er that he is in
need of the support of the people about him, as well as
the reassurance and guidance of psychotberapy, both
individual and group. Alcoholics Anonymous can be of
great assistance at tbis time and, in order to combat the
habit factor, which is by no means inconsiderable, some
alteration in the pattern of living will be necessary.
Some men have said that, if they have a couple oCcup
of tea as soon as they get home from wor)<, it breaks the
urge for a sundowner. A new bobby, or a new circle of
friends, may belp considerably. Even sucb a small
dodge as drinking iced ginger ale out of a champagne
glass helps him not to feel 'out of it' at a party.

CONCLUSION

These comments and the general approach outlined
above are based on work carried out by 'The Gables'
and orthlea. Tbe inadequacy of the facilities available
is woefully apparent. We are only on the fringe of a
proper understanding of the problem, let alone its
management. Nevertheless, even in the light of our
present knowledge, much can be done to belp tbe
alcoholic. He is seldom a sought-after patient; be
causes much trouble and heartbreak to those who try
to help him; be is often ungrateful and usually 'broke'.
The problem is, however, a tragic and a devastating one;
the approach to it must of necessity be many-sided
physical, psychological, social and religious; but it i
surely tbe enlightened, understanding and sympathetic
medical practitioner who is in a position to be of tbe
greatest- help to the patient and to his family.

If one has been able to contribute towards the achieve
ment of a year's sobriety in an alcoholic, one bas done
much. As implied in the title of this paper, tbe aim
must be not the cure of alcoholism so much as the
management of alcoholism.

DR. J. S. DU TOIt CELEBRATES HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY

Dr. J_ ~ du Toit, M.D., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), of Cape Town, President
Elect of tbe Medical Association of South Africa, c lebrated his
70th birthday on 5 March 1956, when Dr. and Mrs. d\J "foit held a
reception at Kelvin Grove Club, Tewlands, Cape. TIle reception
was honoured by the presence of Their Excellencies the Governor
General and 1rs. lamen and there were 300 other guests, in
cluding Dr. Colin Steyn and other members of the farnily, several
cabinet ministers, and many medical friends including Dr. A. W. S.
Sichel, Chairman of Federal Council of the Medical ociation
and Mrs. Sichel.

The birthday toast was proposed by the Rev. Dr. A. J. van der

Merwe, 1oderator of the Dutch Reformed Church in the Cape,
and Dr. du Toit replied.

Dr. du Toit has been a member of the Medical As ociation for
44 year. was President of the Cape We tern Branch in 1929, and
has been Honorary Treasurer of the Association for 32 years. For
many years he was joint senior ophthalmic surgeon of Groote
Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, and is still in private practice as a
pecialist ophthalmologist. He is a well-known figure in other

walks of life, being a member of the Council of the Diversity of
Cape Town (30 years), elder (20 years) and chairman of tbe Finance
Committee, Groole Kerk, Cape Town, director of the a iona1e
Pers Beperk (23 year ), and a farmer.


